Single-particle cryo-electron microscopy enables structure determination of biological molecules and complexes at near atomic resolution with unprecedented speed. Yet in many instances, acquisition of a sufficient number of particles requires collection of thousands of micrographs, collected using direct electron detectors and comprised of dose-fractionated "movie" frames. To achieve the highest resolution reconstructions, the user must search the grid for optimal regions, typically ones with thin ice and dense yet non overlapping particle distribution. While software packages such as SerialEM [1] or EPU facilitate automated image acquisition, user intervention is required to choose the best acquisition areas. However, images require preprocessing-motion correction and contrast-transfer function (CTF) estimation -before they can be visually inspected. In addition to enabling visual inspection of the images, preprocessing yields quantitative information on image quality. To allow one to judge image quality in near real time we developed a software package, called HOTSPUR, that performs preprocessing without user intervention and that presents the results in an easy-to-use interface. HOTSPUR allows researchers to rapidly judge data quality and to focus on decision-making to obtain the highest quality data from limited microscope time.
HOTSPUR has two components: a flexible processing system for micrographs that stores processing results in a database and a web interface driven by this database where the user can inspect results and annotate images. Processing starts with a module that monitors a data folder for images and directs them to the appropriate processing pipeline. The processing pipelines rely on established software, such as motioncor2 [2] for motion correction and Gctf [3] and CTFFIND4 [4] for CTF estimation. For particle picking we modified DOG-picker [5] to allow for interactive selection of parameters.
The web interface of HOTSPUR consists of multiple panels. Micrographs can be inspected in the "Micrograph" panel ( Figure 1A ). In addition to the micrograph this view also shows information regarding motion correction and CTF estimation. Based on these elements of information, users can annotate micrographs with a quality score. In the "Statistics" panel ( Figure 1B ) key values for every micrograph are plotted as a function of acquisition time. Individual micrographs are color coded according to user annotation. This overview is useful for detection of problems during data collection. The "Montage" panel ( Figure 1C) shows low-and medium-magnification montages as used in SerialEM for data collection. The location of micrographs is annotated in the medium-magnification montage together with the user annotation of micrograph quality. Because holes for data collection are chosen based on their appearance in medium-magnification images, this can help to correlate appearance of holes to micrograph quality.
In addition to micrograph inspection and curation, HOTSPUR can also be used for manual or automated particle picking ( Figure 1D ). Automated particle picking using DOG-picker requires two parameters: particle size and intensity thresholds. Both of these can be adjusted in HOTSPUR, with immediate
